
  

 

 

 

   Creative Nursery Learners 

10th April ,2021 (Saturday) 

 

   The little learners of Nursery are into the topic "Things that go" where they have learnt 

about different types of boats. As a part of their learning, they have coloured different 

boats. This activity improves their motor skills and vision. It goes beyond being a fun 

activity for relaxation. 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

Young FS1 Learners 

   The Young FS1 Learners are exploring colours and patterns by matching Elmer 

with its patterns. Matching and finding patterns is an important part of learning 

and organizing information. This is a simple activity with great cognitive 

development. 



  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Mathematician FS2 Learners 

    Teaching children with more and less concept is essential to compare the number of objects and 

I identify which is more and/or less. Children learn better from the visual structure, which                

I is, adding an object to a task which helps the child to learn and complete the task effectively. 

Activities provide opportunities to practice comparison skills deepens the understanding of numbers                

d and quantity, thus building a strong mathematical foundation. 



  

 

 

 

 

Every nation in the world has some remarkable days to be observed nationally in accordance 

with its long tradition and capacity. These days are celebrated throughout the country in 

a befitting manner. We are Bangladeshis. We have some days to be observed in such a 

manner. These days are the International Mother Language Day (the 21st February), The 

Independence Day, The Victory Day. 

   Variety is the spice of life in the country. In that sense, Bangladesh is a spicy country 

which is full of joy, pleasure, entertainment, festivities, celebrations, and fairs. Pahela 

Baishakh is, so to speak, a famous and traditional festival observed and enjoyed throughout 

the country. It marks the grand day and happy moments of our life. 

What is Pahela Baishakh?: Pahela Baishakh is the first day of Bangla New Year. The day 

comes to us with the passage of time with its traditional features. The day is observed 

and enjoyed with traditional festivals throughout the country. The govt. and private offices 

remain closed for its grand observance. It is regarded and declared as a public holiday in 

keeping with the old-age traditions. 

Traders and shopkeepers open their “Halkhata” and offer sweets to their customers and 

clients. Different socio-cultural organizations also draw up special programs to celebrate 

the day. 

The day’s first program begins at dawn at Ramna Batamul in Dhaka-the capital of 

Bangladesh. People of different classes, cultures, ages, and tastes attend the first 

program. Only the women wearing Basanti Shari also attend there forgetting tension, 

sorrow, and anxiety. 

Chaayanat is a leading cultural organization that organizes the program in Its premises 

with its utmost capacity. A large number of people wearing their traditional dresses attend 

the program. Bangladesh Television also telecasts live the program from 6 a.m. at dawn. 

National dailies of the country bring out special supplements while BTV and Bangladesh 

Betar air special programs in the life of the nation highlighting the significance of Pahela 

Baishakh. 

Students and teachers of IFA of Dhaka Varsity bring out a colorful procession from the 

institute premises at 9 p.m. carrying festoons, placards, posters, banners and wearing 

masks to welcome Pahela Baishakh– the beginning day of Bangla New Year. 

PAHELA  BAISHAKH 
 



  

Bangla Academy is an important organization that also hold Bangla Academy is an important 

organization that also holds a cultural program on its premises in the morning. The leading 

artists of the country take an active part in attending the function. Shilpakala Academy 

organizes a cultural function on the academy premises. Jatiya Press Club is familiar to all. 

It is not an exception to it. So this holds a cultural function on the club premises at 6 

pm. The other organizations like Bulbul Lalitakala Academy, Liberation War Museum and 

Bangladesh National Museum organize cultural functions on the occasion. 

      Fairs in the form of Baishakhi Mela are held all over the country. The country made 

goods, goods of cottage industries and other handicrafts are available in the Baishakhi 

fair. The fair-like one-day mela, two-day mela, three-day mela and seven-day mela at a 

stretch are also held in different corners of the country. In such a mela gambling and 

pickpocketing are a common things. The young chaps also get themselves indulged in 

gambling. It is also an alloplastic infringement on social values. 

 Pahela Baishakh with its peculiarities indicates icons the beginning of the new year. The 

day signifies a new dimension of the new life for all people to come. It tells people to 

forget about all superstitions, prejudices, misconceptions and other harmful sides. It 

stimulates people to rebuild their heritage with its sublime dignity. 

The country finds a new chapter in its life by celebrating Pahela Baishakh and begins a 

new life forgetting the past. People of different sections without any distinction between 

caste and creed come closer and take a noble vow of reconstructing or rebuilding the 

country through their respective activities. The nation also gets a new life shunning off all 

superstitions. 

Pahela Baishakh teaches us to organize and celebrate it fairly without creating any 

disturbing scene or an alarming situation. The day is a public holiday. Pahela Baishakh has 

become very popular with our people. 



  

    

Upcoming Event Of Pre- primary 

POHELA BOISHAKH 

NURSERY- Safwan Ahammed 
Sadit 

       FS1- Mahdi Hasan Abrar, MD. 
Ayaan Mairaj Khan 

FS2- Sarwana Javed, 
Mohammad Ahyan Bin Iqbal  


